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Making Plasma Processes Even More Eco-Friendly: Control and Abatement
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Plasma processes are in widespread use for manufacturing eco-friendly products.

Photovoltaic (PV) cells produced with plasma processes generate electricity with no

pollution. Low-e glass reduces energy used for heating and cooling indoor

environments. Plasma-based coating processes are replacing wet chemistry

processes and reducing use of, for example, hexavalent chromium. Catalytic coatings

enable surfaces that are exposed to the outdoors to be self-cleaning. The next step is

to look at the processes themselves, to take action to make them more eco-friendly. A

specially designed plasma source has been developed for processing the exhaust

from plasma chambers. The idea is to abate the gases at the point of use, with an

abatement process customized to the needs of the specific situation. These sources

are implemented as integrated systems, with self-contained power supplies and

controls. An auxiliary gas source is added to the process exhaust to optimize cracking

of molecules exiting the process chamber. These systems have already been fielded

in significant quantities, with demonstrated field performance and reliability.

Processes can also be more eco-friendly by consuming less power. Increasing

efficiencies of power supplies can provide some benefit. Even greater benefit comes

from increasing process efficiency. A factor of five increase of deposition rate at the

same power can be achieved in some reactive sputtering processes by using an

alternative control approach. A voltage mode controller has been integrated into

mid-frequency AC and pulsed-DC power supplies specifically designed for driving

large-area dual magnetron sputtering (DMS) processes. Increased rate and reduced

power consumption have been demonstrated at industrial scale. This paper discusses

industrial implementation of technologies to make plasma processes even more

eco-friendly by abating process exhaust gases at the point of use, and reducing

process power consumption.
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